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The “VETH Integrated L-drive” propulsion unit. The 
electric motor (with high efficiency permanent 
magnets) is a very thin disc visible in the upper 

part of the POD. The counterrotating propellers 
give high efficiency and very good comfort thanks 
to reduce noise and vibration. The 360° rotation of 

the POD gives excellent manoeuvrability.

The figure below 
shows a comparison 
of the heights of the 
VL-550 (550kW) and 
the VL-550i (550kW).
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he advantages are numerous: lower consumption, 
lower emissions, better comfort (reduction of 
vibrations and noise), greater flexibility in design 
thanks to the possibility of locating the engine 
room in the most suitable part of the vessel based 
on the needs of designers (architects or marine 
engineers).
The RTN company, thanks to its 50 years of 
experience in the naval propulsion sector and after 

10 years’ experience in electric and hybrid propulsion (with the 
“AUXILIA ELECTRIC PROPULSION” brand) is happy to present a 
new solution that will revolutionise the electric propulsion sector and 
create a new standard.
Until today there was no propulsion unit with an integrated electric 
motor on the market.
For very powerful systems the AZIPOD solution (with the electric 
motor integrated in the POD) has acquired a complete monopoly in 
the cruise ships sector.
For power under 3 MW (each unit) no solution was available.
Experience in collaboration between VETH, RTN-AUXILIA and the 
WIDER yard has produced a revolutionary solution that makes it 
possible to install PODs that rotate 360° with an integrated electric 
motor for yachts, passenger transport ships, cruise ships and any 
other commercial ship with power up to 4 – 6 MW.
The Veth Integrated L-drive, based on essential principles such as 

space, efficiency and noise reduction. The Veth Integrated L-drive 
is a revolutionary concept because it is the most compact electric 
propulsion system in the world. It can be fitted into various types of 
vessels, ranging from super yachts to work boats. 

Very compact thruster
The PM motor allows for a much lower mounting height. On average, 
a PM motor is 40% to 60% more compact than an asynchronous 
motor. This PM motor is integrated into the thruster and makes a 
very compact thrusters, when combined with the special mounting 
method, the alignment of the headsets and the adjustments to the 
control box. The design makes use of every millimetre, without 
compromising quality.The patented and innovative Veth Integrated 
L-drive is constructed using proven mechanical components. “The 
minimal mounting height allows the thruster to be fitted below deck 
height, so that few vulnerable capital assets are underwater,” says 
Daniele Torretta, Sales Manager at RTN-AUXILIA.

Noise  reduction
The Veth Integrated L-drive is diesel-electric driven, which results in 
huge noise reduction in the first place. The choices Veth Propulsion 
made for an L-drive (no gear transmission in the vessel), a water-
cooled PM-motor (re the air-cooled asynchronous motor) and 
electrical controlling (re hydraulic controlling) guarantees even more 
noise reduction. 

Alberto Amici

The new 
standard in electric 
propulsion from 
VETH/RTN
DIESEL ELECTRIC AND HYBRID PROPULSION IS HAVING  
EVER GREATER SUCCESS IN ALL MARINE SECTORS.

High efficiency and minimal resistance
Because an L-drive has only one gear transmission, it already 
results in higher efficiency. A PM motor, in particular the part load, 
is more efficient than an asynchronous motor. “At e.g. 25% load, 
there is an improvement in efficiency of 5.2%!” says Veth.  The 
Veth Integrated L-drive is available with nozzle or counter rotating 
propellers with power ranging from 300 kW to 2000 kW. Larger 
units are still being developed. 
The patented Sharktail is used for the tail of the counter rotating 
propellers. Together with the hydrodynamic experts,  the tail has 
been further optimised and the asymmetrical shape ensures an 
optimal flow of water towards the second propeller. 
Combined with the flow caps which are affixed around the 
stationary parts of the thruster (fairing plates) it minimizes the 
resistance. 
“We are convinced we made the new standard in electric propulsion 
with the Veth Integrated L-drives,” Torretta ends proudly. 
The Integrated L-drive can be fitted to various types of ships, 
ranging from huge luxury yachts to work boats.

All the benefits resumed
Compact design: extremely low mounting space requirements
• High efficiency
• Quiet; minimal noise production
• Low weight
• Built using proven Veth Propulsion technology  
• Outstanding manoeuvrability thanks to the 360-degree thrust
• Electric motor inside the ship; few vulnerable components 
underwater
• Simple to install
• Slip ring cabinet unnecessary
• Optimal flow of water thanks to ’Shark Tail’ on counter-rotating 
propeller

References
The Veth Integrated L-drive has already been delivered to Delta 
Admiral, Jongert Shipyards and Volt Processor.

More precisely, VETH delivered:
For Delta Admiral: 
• 2  Veth Z-drives, rudder propellers, type VZ-1250i (1150 kW/1800 
rpm)
• 2 Veth Z-drives, rudder propellers, type VZ-1250i (1150 kW/1800 
rpm

For Jongert Shipyards:
• 2 Veth Integrated L-drives, type VL-700i-CR (550 kW/ 830 rpm)
• 1 Veth Tunnel thruster with Active Noise Suppression, type VT-
80 (85 kW/1650 rpm)

For Volt Processor: 
• 2 Veth Integrated L-drives, rudder propellers, type VL-550i, (375 
kW/900 rpm)
• 1 Veth Tunnel thruster, bow thruster, type VT-240, (250 kW/1500 
rpm)

About Veth Propulsion
Veth Propulsion is a customer-oriented international manufacturer 
of auxiliary propulsions and propulsion machinery for ships. This 
family company, which was established in Papendrecht in the 
Netherlands, is a global player and a leader in innovation, quality, 
flexibility and speed and it provides employment to 150 people. 
The Veth Integrated L-drive is an excellent example of the 
combination of innovation and durability, resulting in a competitive, 
high-quality product.
Veth Propulsion has a strict collaboration with RTN – Auxilia Electric 
Propulsion that is the exclusive agent for the Italian territory.
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During several meetings with owners, ship designers, naval architect 
and shipyards, RTN- AUXILIA ELECTRIC PROPULSION presented the latest 
innovative concept; the “Veth Integrated L-drive”. This thruster is based on 
essential principles such as space, efficiency and noise reduction. The Veth 
Integrated L-drive is a revolutionary concept because it is the most compact 
electric propulsion system in the world. It can be fitted into various types of 
vessels, ranging from super yachts to work boats. 
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